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CONTEXT: DIGITAL
MARKETING

The digital era pushes us every day to perform an astronomical number of actions on

the Internet (communication on social networks, online purchases / sales, etc.) digital

marketing is constantly developing. 

New tools and techniques are born every day, their efficiency is constantly increasing

unlike traditional marketing which is stagnating. This efficiency translated into output

attracts more and more companies that adopt digital marketing as a business

strategy. 

All these new methods of communication are very varied, so we present them to you

from the perspective of an entrepreneur. 

The challenges of digital marketing for an entrepreneur
 

Entrepreneurs wishing to develop their business must understand and assimilate

that digital marketing is essential to stand out from their competitors.

 

Indeed, consumers have changed their way of buying with the arrival of the internet,

the buying journey nowadays starts and ends most often on the internet. This shows

that digital marketing is essential in customer acquisition. Every entrepreneur must

therefore learn to use the right strategies and tools to attract his target.

 

But first, what is Digital Marketing?
 

Digital marketing allows you to promote your offer on the internet, i.e. to put

forward your products and/or services. To promote its products, it is necessary to

define its target, each company aims at a specific target. Digital marketing will help

companies to reach their target on the internet.

 

It is not enough to create a website, but it is necessary to know how to optimize it to

generate the greatest possible visibility. Thus, the entrepreneur will set up the most

interesting acquisition channels to attract and retain target consumers on their

website for example.



Buy your competitors' keywords so that when they search for them, you appear

before them, and they can choose your option. And it depends on the sector in

which you work, you know that there are words with a very large competition and

therefore very difficult to unseat, so it is advisable to attack the longtail keywords,

which are more specific and can help us to capture users gradually.

 You must respond to the user's search intention. Don't beat around the bush and be

clear, since a user doesn't read, but scans the content. So, skip all the filler and

respond to what the user is looking for. Think about what you would like to find

when you enter the website, and what things would make you abandon it and look

for another option.

The titles H1, H2, H3... are very important and you must know what words to use in

each one, since it is very common to waste the H1 with the name of the website or a

commercial slogan. 

To stand out from the competition in the SEO world it is highly recommended to

use platforms such as NeilPateil, SEMRush, KParser or Google Keyword Planner.

Although most of them are paid, they have very useful free functions that will offer

us many keywords. 

We must implement the Google Search Console code to our website, it is a tool with

a very high potential that shows us keywords that users have used to reach our

website. These keywords will help us to implement them on our website, since we

are checking in a 100% truthful way what our potential users are looking for.

Our tips: 

SEO consists of positioning a website in the first search results in a browser. It is very

important to be well positioned, since the first pages are the ones that get

practically all the visits. SEO can be paid, but there are also totally free ways to climb

positions in the browser and be side by side with those who pay.

The SEO varies according to the search engine, but the most important worldwide is

Google, since millions of webs compete, and it will bring us more visibility and

therefore benefits. The definition of SEO is simple to explain, but in practice, there

are an infinite number of variants to consider. Once we publish an entry or page on

our website, Google is dedicated to track and scan it, deciding whether your

website has a content of value to the user. 

Whether we are at the top or not may depend on several factors such as a correct

font size, a responsive use for different devices, audience retention and much more...

That the website offers value to the user will make them stay longer on it, browse

among the internal links of the site or share it with their acquaintances, which

Google will interpret as something very positive and will raise it to the top positions.

SEO requires perseverance and dedication like few other jobs, since new

competition arrives every day providing more information or value than our site,

which will make us move up or down positions without being able to practically

manage it.

SEO



Digital marketing has become a major issue through the evolution of social networks and

new media, allowing new modes of communication but also reaching new targets via

new means have appeared.

Online advertising has been democratized in recent years and allows to reach a new

target and to build loyalty among a new audience. It is characterized in particular by a

model appreciated by business or content creators, which are banner ads, integrating an

ad into a web page. Its purpose is to attract traffic to a website and thus generate a

purchase or visibility on it. Banner advertising is, however, formally regulated via its

content and in particular via its size, which must respect a graphic charter so as not to

disrupt access to an adapted ergonomics for users.

However, this model comes up against limits, which are sometimes not appreciated by

users, due to the clutter they cause on a page, and it can happen that visitors to a website

consciously or unconsciously ignore banner advertising because of the number of ads it

faces.

 

Social networks can be used to boost the audience for a company's content or even to

develop online sales of products, they can be used to establish an advertising campaign

and measure performance via various digital tools and thus adjust to attract new

customers. The growth of advertising on social networks has now equaled that of

traditional media and is continually developing.

It is however necessary to identify on which social network to undertake a communication,

there are several with opposite characteristics. Many networks stand out, notably

Facebook, which is mainly focused on mass communication, with large community

groups and tools available to content creators to develop. Instagram is a social network

based on photography, this application often acts as a showcase for a brand and allows to

highlight products across many sectors. Twitter is mainly useful to react and communicate

with a community, through short messages it allows to identify the main expectations or

criticisms and allows access to instant debate Snapchat is oriented towards a younger

target and has a major communication impact, this application requires the creation of

short and video content.

ADS



Social networks can be used to

increase the audience for a

company's content or even to

develop online sales of products, they

can be used to set up an advertising

campaign and measure performance

via different digital tools and thus

adapt to attract new customers. The

growth of advertising on social

networks has now equaled that of

traditional media and is still growing.

However, it is necessary to identify

which social network to use for

communication, as there are several

with contrasting characteristics.

Several networks stand out:

Facebook is mainly focused on mass

communication, with large

community groups and tools for

content creators to develop. It can

allow you to use the Facebook Ads

feature, which allows advertisers to

run ads on the platform and benefit

from the social network's large

audience.

Instagram is a social network based

on photography, this application is

often used as a showcase for a brand

and allows to highlight products in

many sectors. 

Twitter is mainly useful for reacting

and communicating with a

community, through short messages

it allows to identify the main

expectations or criticisms and to

access an instant debate.

Snapchat, on the other hand, is

oriented towards a younger target

and has a high communication

impact, this application requires the

creation of short and video content.

LinkedIn is totally different from all the

traditional social networks and is aimed

directly at professionals. It is essential that

you have an extensive profile to create a

professional network and exchange on

business issues.

YouTube is a platform for uploading video

content, this social network requires more

skills than traditional platforms because of

the content you have to offer. It allows you

to create communities through themes. The

content that is usually found is music, with

clips from all the international artists being

broadcast but also with unknown

individuals being uploaded. This platform is

famous for bringing out personalities

through innovative content. The platform is

famous for bringing out personalities

through innovative content. Gaming and

sports content can also be found on the

platform, all imaginable themes can be

found there and allow users, estimated at 2

billion, to view personalised content via a

recommendation algorithm. Professional

content has its place, according to the State

of Inbound Marketing report, 48% of

marketers plan to add YouTube to their

marketing strategy in the next 12 months.

YouTube is available in 76 languages and

therefore reaches 95% of the world's

population. This platform can therefore be

an important lever for distributing or

offering professional content.



CONTENT
MARKETING

On the internet, content is king. Unlike traditional marketing, content marketing

relies on creating interesting, useful and entertaining content to attract the

attention of qualified prospects. (Subpart of In-bound Marketing)

This can be represented in the form of an article, blog, video, infographics ... Always

with the goal of naturally attracting our prospect when he browses the Internet or

social networks. 

This concept can be illustrated in 4 simple steps: 

- Create content adapted to our target

- Optimize the content for search engine optimization

- Publish and promote our content

- Call to action on each content

Reduction of the sales cycle

Improvement of the positioning, according

to the competition

New users in a less expensive way

Confidence of its audience: by having an

answer with an article on a blog for

example

Generate qualified traffic

Increase the conversion rate

Enhance brand image

Position yourself as an expert

Why is content Marketing important?

What are the objectives of Content
Marketing?
1) Capture leads

2) Nurture and engage your audience

3) Convert and build loyalty

How does it work?
1- Research 

We must first define the needs of our

audience, because this strategy puts the

customer and his audience at the heart. The

needs of the consumer must be put forward,

and the goal is to provide adequate content

with real added value. We are talking here

about analysis of our business niche.

2- Objectives 

Then it is essential to set objectives according

to the business and marketing needs.

3- The audience 

Identifying the target audience will allow us

to define the type of consumers and

therefore to know to whom our content will

be addressed.

4- Planning

The planning of the different actions (work

and activities) in team, will allow the

implementation of the organization tactics.

5- Creation

It is important to create different types of

content according to the objectives and the

target, in order to have an efficient

production.

6- Distribution

The choice of coherent marketing channels

will make all the difference in terms of

distribution and promotion...

7- Analysis

Finally, the analysis of the performance of our

content in order to improve our strategy.



The purpose of emailing is to send an email to

several customers or prospects simultaneously, in a

targeted way.

There are different types of emails depending on

the objective of the campaign.

E-MAILING

Low cost

Quick and easy to use

Possible analysis of the emailing campaign

Personalization of the message

Overall benefits

Focus on the opt-in and opt-out

The Opt-in, is characterized by the consent given using an e-mail address, to

receive electronic messages, under the conditions specified at the time of

collection of its data.

The Opt-out, corresponds to the (explicit) information given to the user of an e-mail

address, during the collection of data by immediate means at his disposal, on the

fact that it is possible that he receives e-mails and that he has the right to object to

it.



Keep up to date with new trends such as cryptocurrencies, to have articles or videos ready

to be the first and thus get as many people as possible to affiliate. 

Honesty: sometimes promoting services or products of dubious quality that offer a juicy

amount of money is tempting, but to maintain credibility is important and we must think if

we would spend our money on what we offer. 

Affiliation used to be unknown to many people, but more and more people are aware of

this and try to avoid using these links. So working with products or services that target an

audience that has a harder time identifying this type of thing can help us increase

conversion.

Usually, the affiliation of services is usually accompanied by an incentive for the customer

(a 5€ welcome bonus for example) so you should emphasize and remind the customer of

the advantages of using your affiliate link

Our Tips

Web affiliation creates a relationship between one party interested in selling products or

services and the other in taking a commission for each sale or action agreed upon. Web

affiliation has evolved very quickly and has resulted in multiple ways of doing it. 

One of the most popular forms of affiliation is Amazon, which pays a % for each product

sold thanks to its affiliates. It usually works as follows: the affiliate creates a niche website

offering valuable information about a product with a link to Amazon's website, the user

clicks on it and if he/she buys (with a 24-hour margin, since Amazon uses cookies to protect

its affiliates) the affiliate receives a commission.

But affiliation has multiple forms and is not limited only to products, it can be applied to

online courses, travel reservations, purchases of themes for websites, for getting customers

for a bank, cryptocurrencies... 

A good affiliation service can work as one of the best advertisings at a very low cost. If the %

are good, there will be thousands of people who will speak well and promote our service in

all kinds of social networks (websites, YouTube, Instagram...) if people sign up through your

link and can thus receive a good economic sum. Nowadays, affiliation is a great way to

obtain passive benefits, but due to its high competitiveness it is increasingly difficult to

position yourself to appear in the first results of any platform.

Can I be an affiliate of any website?
No. Affiliations depend exclusively on whether the company is interested in this business

model or not. Usually, on the website of these platforms it is specified whether they use this

system and what is the distribution of profits. Its use is usually similar and once registered,

they provide us with a personalized link associated to our person with which we will have to

start promoting their products or services. 

AFFILIATION



Affiliation which allows a partnership between two parties,

advertiser website and affiliate website which allows to

generate traffic to a store that seeks to develop its activity 

E-mailing which allows to transmit a message in a very

effective way, targeted and personalized for your

customers or prospect 

SEO which allows to improve the position of a website in

the results pages of search engines, it aims to increase the

visibility to customers who at 90% visit the merchant site

before making their purchases.

Content marketing which allows to attract visitors on their

website through advertising banners allowing to increase

the visibility of the site to customers and to generate

traffic.

E-mailing which allows to transmit a message in a very

effective way, targeted and personalized for your

customers or prospect 
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